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Special Clause for Damage Caused by Change of Temperature 
(By Air) 

 
It is hereby understood and agreed that this insurance shall cover loss of or damage to the 

subject-matter insured due to any variation in temperature resulting from freezing、thawed、
lowquality 、deterioration during the currency of the insurance. 
 
Limit of Liability: @Speerit.LimitEV$ any one accident Limit of 

Liability: @Speerit.LimitEW$ annual aggregate Period of Insurance Liability: 
From  @Speerit.LimitEX$  To @Speerit.LimitEX$ 
 
In no case shall the period of coverage will not exceed   @Speerit.LimitEZ$  days from the 

time the subject-matter hereby insured leave the warehouse or place of storage at the place 
named in the policy , until completion of discharge at the final warehouse or place of  storage. 

1) The subject-matter shall be in sound condition and properly prepared packed and frozen, 
which fills sufficient dry ice to make sure the nature of the subject-matter insured under the 
suitable temperature range. 

2) Before delivery, the insured shall stick the label of “Keep cool” on the Air Waybill, and 
instruct the carrier to guarantee: 
① The temperature maintain  @Speerit.LimitFA$ ; 
② The outer packing must be refrigerated cargo sticker ; 
③ The subject-matter shall be stored in the refrigerated trucks or the Assured shall take all 

precautions to ensure that the goods are kept in temperature controlled during the currency of the 
insurance. 

3) Where original shipping packages arrive at the final destination, the insured shall instruct 
carrier to guarantee the situation of the subject-matter immediately. 

4) On discovery by the Assured his servants or agents of any loss of, deterioration of or damage 
to any part of the goods immediate notice shall be given to Underwriters. 

5) On discovery any loss of, deterioration of or damage to any part of the goods, immediate 
notice shall be given to this Company within the period stated in Article 6: 
① Where original out packages in a visibly damaged condition; 
② Where the appearance of insurance without obvious damage, but is out of the operating 

temperature, and so on. The insured shall issue the temperature records information or other 
accidents to the company. 

Whether the damage should be according to the judgment of the inspection results of the 
consignee or affiliated parties, and insurance payment in China . 

6) Accident  notice  period  is limited to  @Speerit.LimitFB$  days counting from 00:00 hours 
of the day, whichever is earlier of the day on which the insured aware of the date of accidents or 
the goods hereby insured are delivered to the final warehouse or place of storage at the 
destination named in the policy. 

 
7) In no case, however, this insurance is responsible for the compensation due to dispose of the 

official, abandoned command, and ban on import. 
 
 


